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Optimum Stimulation Level Theory and the Differential Impact of Olfactory Stimuli on
Consumer Exploratory Tendencies

Ulrich R. Orth, Oregon State University
Aurelie Bourrain, ISARA Lyon

ABSTRACT
Consumer response to ambient scent was examined by testing

a comprehensive structural equation model derived from optimum
stimulation level theory. Pleasantness of ambient scent was ma-
nipulated in a laboratory setting, using pre-tested aroma compo-
nents. Previously suggested direct effects of pleasantness on con-
sumer stimulation could not be confirmed. Instead, the pleasantness
of an ambient scent was found to moderate effects of consumer
actual stimulation on exploratory tendencies. Effects were stronger
in the unpleasantly scented condition, where consumer stimulation
affected sensory stimulation-seeking (risk taking, variety-seeking)
positively and cognitive stimulation-seeking (curiosity-motivated
behavior) negatively. In addition, exploratory tendencies were
influenced by consumer optimum stimulation level, regardless of
scent pleasantness.

INTRODUCTION
Ambient scent is scent or odor that is not emanating from a

particular object but is present in the environment (Spangenberg,
Crowley and Henderson 1996). While there is a significant body of
research on the effects of odors on human physiology and psychol-
ogy, research on effects on consumers is more limited (cf. Bone and
Ellen 1999 for a review). The process through which olfactory cues
are channeled remains largely unclear (Mattila and Wirtz 2001) but
there appears to be consensus among researchers that odors are
primarily perceived in terms of their pleasantness (Chebat and
Michon 2003).

The current study tests a comprehensive optimum stimulation
level (OSL) framework for predicting consumer behavioral tenden-
cies, that is, risk taking, variety seeking and curiosity-motivated
behavior, in response to the pleasantness of an ambient scent. It
extends past research by contrasting different models for the
interaction between scent pleasantness and consumer affect. Simul-
taneously, we clarify past conflicting evidence for both positive and
negative effects of consumer actual stimulation on sensory and
cognitive stimulation seeking. Finally, we confirm past suggestions
indicating a superior performance of models that include consumer
actual stimulation as a predictor variable in addition to consumer
optimum stimulation.

Employing an OSL framework to atmospherics appears to be
particularly useful for reasons that go beyond past suggestions that
this theory may be applicable to non-visual marketing stimuli
(Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1992; Gierl, Helm, and Stumpp
1999). First, environmental stimuli such as music (Turley and
Milliman 2000) or scent (Chebat and Michon 2003) scent have been
found to interact with trait and state variables in affecting consumer
preferences and behavior (Morrin and Ratneshwar 2000). In par-
ticular, the pleasantness of shopping environments has been re-
ported to affect consumer stimulation or arousal levels (Wakefield
and Baker 1998) with downstream effects on behavior (Mattila and
Wirtz 2001). In addition, such a framework including a consumer
state appears to be useful for explaining consumer response to
ambient scent considering past evidence on individual differences
in scent intensity perception (Doty et al. 1985) and scent pleasant-
ness evaluation (Henion 1971).

Second, a focus on behavioral tendencies rather than actual
behavior incorporates past findings that the impact of scents lessens
as one moves through the hierarchy of effects (Bone and Ellen
1999). With correlations between exploratory tendencies and ac-
tual behavior established through past OSL studies (Baumgartner
and Steenkamp 1996), research on effects of olfactory stimuli can
focus on exploratory tendencies as previously confirmed anteced-
ents of actual consumer behavior across product categories.

Third, consumer exploratory tendencies encompass both sen-
sory and cognitive stimulation (Zuckerman 1994), a distinction that
allows a more detailed study of effects of the affective evaluation
of sensory pleasure. By providing insights into the paths through
which olfactory cues are processed, the findings extend atmospher-
ics theory and add to the body of knowledge assisting retail
managers in stimulating consumer exploratory acquisition of prod-
ucts and information.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Optimum Stimulation Level Theory
Introduced in the psychology literature, OSL theory postulates

that individual behavior is influenced by the intrinsically motivated
desire to accomplish a specific level of stimulation, termed “opti-
mum stimulation level” (Berlyne 1960). Consumer research estab-
lished that this level of optimum stimulation varies between indi-
viduals (Raju 1980). When the stimulation derived from the envi-
ronment is too low, individuals will attempt to increase stimulation.
When the stimulation is too high, individuals will attempt to
decrease stimulation. Psychological pleasantness is highest at the
OSL, the level of stimulation at which a person feels most comfort-
able (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1992) and behavior, aimed at
modifying stimulation from the environment in the general direc-
tion towards the optimum level of stimulation, has been termed
“exploratory behavior”.

Dominating the body of consumer behavioral studies is Raju’s
(1980) categorization of three general exploratory tendencies: Risk
taking describes exploratory behavior expressed through choices of
innovative and unfamiliar alternatives that are perceived as risky.
Variety seeking is expressed through an individual’s switching
within familiar alternatives, including brand switching, and an
aversion to habitual behavior. Curiosity-motivated behavior in-
volves exploratory information seeking, interpersonal communica-
tion and shopping. Downstream effects on actual consumer explor-
atory behavior have been reported for a number of product catego-
ries (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996; van Trijp, Hoyer and
Inman 1996).

More recently, researchers suggested a more aggregate cat-
egorization into two dimensions, that is, sensory and cognitive
stimulation seeking (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1991; Zuckerman
1994). Accordingly, sensory stimulation is associated with the
exploratory acquisition of products “through risky and innovative
product choices and changing purchase experiences,” (risk taking
and variety seeking) whereas cognitive stimulation is associated
with exploratory information seeking (curiosity-motivated behav-
ior) “through the acquisition of consumption relevant knowledge
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out of curiosity” (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996). Past research
showed OSL to be correlated more strongly with the sensory than
the cognitive dimension (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996).

Scent Pleasantness as a Primary Cause of Olfactory Effects
Past research in environmental psychology and consumer

behavior examined a number of effect paths through which ambient
scent could be channeled. After more than three decades of re-
search, there is little evidence for the propositions that the simple
presence or the congruity of an odor affects consumer behavior
(Spangenberg, Crowley and Henderson 1996; Bone and Ellen
1999). Instead, the recognition is gaining acceptance that odors
appear to be primarily perceived in terms of their pleasantness or
unpleasantness (Chebat and Michon 2003).

Focusing on antecedents and consequences of (un)pleasant
experiences, Fiore and Kimle (1997) distinguish between sensory
and affective pleasure which result from positively evaluated 1)
stimulation of the senses, and 2) arousal or expression of emotions.
Studied individually, both sensory pleasure (Milliman 1982) and
affective pleasure (Darden and Babin 1994) have been found to be
induced by atmospherics. Studies of non-retail settings suggest that
olfactory cues may have a significant impact on both sensory and
affective components of pleasure (Gulas and Bloch 1995). While
strong, e.g. emotional, responses to olfactory stimuli are relatively
rare or idiosyncratic (Ehrlichman and Bastone 1992), researchers
suggest that odors affect moods and mild affective states (DeBono
1992; Fiore, Yah and Yoh 2000). Yet, the affective route does not
always emerge clearly from studies trying to link scent to affective
pleasure (Bone and Ellen 1999).

Mixed results have also been found regarding cognitive pro-
cesses (Lawless 1991) and studies combining affect and cognition
failed to show a shift in affect (Spangenberg, Crowley and Henderson
1996). Testing the proposition that affect is antecedent to cognition
versus an influence of cognitive processes on mood, Chebat and
Michon (2003) report that positive affect was not due to ambient
scent and pleasure does not mediate the effects of environmental
cues on perceptions and behaviors. In short, past studies on the
impact of ambient scent on consumer affect and cognition provide
conflicting evidence for mediating effects of consumers affect. It
seems likely that behavioral effects claimed for ambient scents may
be based on a different, i.e. moderated interaction between scent
pleasantness and affective factors.

HYPOTHESES
Our hypotheses depart from the recognition that olfactory

environmental cues are primarily being perceived in terms of their
pleasantness (Chebat and Michon 2003). Olfaction research pro-
vides further evidence both for (Gulas and Bloch 1995; DeBono
1992; Fiore, Yah and Yoh 2000) and against (Bone and Ellen 1999;
Chebat and Michon 2003) the existence of direct effects of scent
pleasantness on consumer affect. Considering the use of different
constructs and measures of consumer affective response in those
studies, we follow non-scent related research from atmospherics
indicating that environmental factors are positively related to
excitement/ arousal (Mattila and Wirtz 2001; Wakefield and Baker
1998), concepts that are more closely related to consumer stimula-
tion. Accordingly, our first hypothesis is:

H1: The pleasantness of an ambient scent will be positively
associated with consumer stimulation, that is, the more
pleasant a scent is, the higher consumer actual stimula-
tion will be.

According to optimum stimulation level theory, an individual’s
search for stimulation is driven by both an individual’s actual (ASL)
and optimum stimulation level (Wahlers and Etzel 1985). The
majority of studies, however, has focused on optimum stimulation
level as a single antecedent to consumer exploratory tendencies.
Only a single study has integrated both consumer actual and
optimum stimulation level in a model explaining general explor-
atory tendencies (Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999). The findings
seem to indicate that an extended model including both consumer
optimum and actual stimulation level performs significantly better
than the original model including OSL only. However, some
theoretical and methodological shortcomings limit the value of this
research.

First, Gierl, Helm and Stumpp (1999) examined the relation-
ship between exploratory constructs and consumer stimulation in a
relatively isolated context employing a series of regression analy-
ses. Given the potential of structural equation models to assess a
larger number of constructs and their interrelations simultaneously,
to control for measurement error, an enhanced ability to assess
effects of experimental manipulations, and more powerful ways to
assess measure reliability and validity (MacKenzie, 2001; Steenkamp
& Baumgartner 2000), we examine the relationships in an as yet
untested comprehensive structural equations model.

Second, the use of difference scores for measuring discrepan-
cies between individual optimum and actual stimulation level, as
utilized by Gierl, Helm, and Stumpp (1999), has been subject to
criticism (Peter, Churchill & Brown, 1993). To accommodate
concerns, consumer optimum and actual stimulation level will be
treated as two separate variables (Edwards, 2001).

Third, Gierl Helm and Stumpp (1999) used Wahlers and
Etzel’s (1985) Lifestyle Stimulation Scale for assessing individual
actual stimulation levels. This measure is relatively stable over time
(i.e., months, Wahler & Etzel, 1985) and thus does not appear to be
suitable for measuring consumer affective response as evoked by
such a fleeting state as nostalgic memories. Accordingly, we will
improve upon past research by using a short-term actual stimulation
measure (Zuckerman 1979).

Finally, inconsistencies emerge concerning downstream ef-
fects of consumer actual stimulation on exploratory tendencies, that
is, risk taking and variety seeking. Based on the notion that
stimulation seeking and stimulation avoidance depend on whether
actual stimulation falls short of or exceeds OSL, one would expect
negative effects of consumer actual stimulation on stimulation
seeking, that is, risk taking, variety seeking and curiosity-motivated
behavior. The positive relationships Gierl, Helm and Stumpp
(1999) report, between actual stimulation and both sensory stimu-
lation-seeking tendencies contradict not only this notion but also
empirical evidence indicating that the relationship is negative
(Raghunathan & Pham, 1999; Kahn & Isen, 1993). According to
Raghunathan and Pham (1999), individuals who are in positive
affective states are less willing to take risks, while risk taking
tendencies increase with less positive affect. Similarly, Kahn and
Isen (1993) suggest that affect is negatively related to variety
seeking. Integrating and substantially improving upon past re-
search, our second set of hypotheses thus is:

H2a: An individual’s actual level of stimulation will affect
sensory stimulation seeking (exploratory product ac-
quisition) negatively: Higher (lower) actual stimulation
levels will generate lower (higher) levels of risk taking.

H2b: An individual’s actual level of stimulation will affect
sensory stimulation seeking (exploratory product ac-
quisition) negatively: Higher (lower) actual stimulation
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levels will generate lower (higher) levels of variety
seeking.

H2c: An individual’s actual level of stimulation will affect
cognitive stimulation seeking (exploratory information
search) negatively: Higher (lower) actual stimulation
levels will generate lower (higher) levels of curiosity-
motivated behavior.

Finally, our study advances past research on olfaction, atmo-
spherics and consumer behavior by testing past suggestions of
potentially moderating effects of scent pleasantness (Chebat and
Michon 2003). Specifically, it is proposed that consumer evalua-
tion of the pleasantness of an ambient scent, as an affective
evaluation of sensory pleasure (Fiore and Kimle 1997), interacts
with consumer stimulation (state and trait variable) to influence
behavioral tendencies aimed at regulating sensory and cognitive
stimulation (Zuckerman 1994). It is argued that when consumers
evaluate an ambient scent as pleasant, their actual level of stimula-
tion approximates the level at which this person feels most comfort-
able, that is their optimum stimulation level (Steenkamp and
Baumgartner 1992). Hence, it would appear that the effect of ASL
on consumer exploratory tendencies changes relative to the effect
of consumer optimum stimulation, most likely lessening. Similarly,
when consumers evaluate an ambient scent as unpleasant, their
actual level of stimulation will drop below optimum, resulting in a
different, most likely stronger, effect of ASL relative to OSL. Due
to a lack of empirical evidence, no detailed directional hypotheses
are being formulated. Our final hypothesis is:

H3: Scent pleasantness will moderate effects of consumer
actual stimulation level on general exploratory tenden-
cies.

Figure 1 summarizes the hypothesized model relationships.

METHOD

Participants
Data was collected in a laboratory setting from a consumer

sample at a university located in the Pacific Northwest. Randomly
selected from a consumer panel, two hundred forty eight respon-

dents participated in the experiment for a 5$ gift certificate and were
randomly exposed to either a pleasant (N=124) or unpleasant
ambient (N=124) scent. The participants represented a broad range
of age groups (18-68 years of age, mean age=38.3, SD=8.45). Sixty
one percent of the respondents were females.

Stimuli and Pretests
The scent selection was based on past research (Spangenberg,

Crowley and Henderson 1996) and supported by sensory science
faculty. A pretest (n=19) was conducted to determine scents that
were perceived as either pleasant or unpleasant and that could be
plausibly used without revealing the real objectives of the study to
respondents. Fifty-four aromas identified as potential
operationalizations of pleasantness (Moncrief 1970) were included
and evaluated on a seven-point semantic differential scale. Student’s
t-test on mean ratings revealed that some scents were evaluated as
more pleasant or unpleasant than others. To account for individual
differences in individual evaluations of scent pleasantness (Henion
1971) two scents each were selected to represent the relevant
categories unpleasant (Green Pepper, Charcoal) and pleasant (Cit-
rus blossom, Blackberry).

Procedure
Respondents participated in small groups of six. After com-

pleting a screener questionnaire that assessed smoking habits and
allergies, they entered the scented (pleasantly, unpleasantly) lab
where data was collected under the guise of a new product test via
an onscreen questionnaire. The scents were emitted into the labo-
ratory room by diffusers invisible to the respondents. Following
exposure to the scent, respondents completed questions that estab-
lished their actual and optimum stimulation level and exploratory
tendencies. Manipulation checks for pleasantness were collected at
the very end of the data collection process to avoid directing
attention to the real purpose of the experiment. Only one scent per
day was diffused and the laboratory was ventilated overnight to
remove any lingering trace of the previous scent.

Measures
To measure an individuals’s optimum level of stimulation, the

current study used Steenkamp and Baumgartner’s (1995) Change
Seeker Index (CSI) involving seven items derived from past

FIGURE 1
Hypothesized Path Effects Model
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operationalizations. In addition to being considerably shorter than
alternate scales (Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999), the item battery
has also been shown to be superior to other scales in terms of
nomological validity (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1995).

Only a few concepts are available for measuring an individual’s
optimum level of stimulation. This study uses Zuckerman’s (1979)
Sensation Seeking State scale which is considered to be particularly
useful for measuring individual short-term actual stimulation level
(Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999). The state variable encompasses 15
items (adventurous, amused, elated, confident, cooperative, curi-
ous, daring, enthusiastic, imaginative, interested, joyful, lucky,
playful, pleased, zany) measured on a 7-point Likert type scale.

Consumer exploratory tendencies were measured through the
scale introduced by Raju (1980), the instrument most commonly
used in this context (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996). To
alleviate the task load on the respondents, the original number of
thirty-nine items was reduced to twelve items (Wahlers, Dunn and
Etzel 1986; Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999).

RESULTS

Manipulation-Check Results
To check the scent pleasantness manipulation, respondents

were asked to evaluate the pleasantness of the present ambient scent
on a seven-point semantic differential scale from 1=very unpleas-
ant to 7=very pleasant. Manipulation checks were performed using
analyses of variance (ANOVA) with significant differences
(F(3,244)=4.670, p<.01) for the diffused aroma components (MGreen
Pepper=2.9, MCharcoal=2.5, MCitrus blossom=5.4, and
MBlackberry=5.3). While the resulting mean values do not approxi-
mate the extreme poles of the pleasantness scale, they do represent
levels that can reasonably be utilized in a retail setting as well as in
a laboratory study without revealing the real objectives of the
research to participants.

Evaluating the comprehensive optimum stimulation level frame-
work

Hypotheses 1 and 2 suggest that scent pleasantness affects
consumer actual stimulation which, jointly with OSL, will influ-
ence exploratory tendencies. In keeping with the procedure recom-
mended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988), a comprehensive mea-
surement model was estimated that included all constructs and
measures. To evaluate the dimensionality of the variables, a maxi-
mum-likelihood estimation procedure was conducted using AMOS
4.0. The overall goodness-of-fit (GFI) statistic for this comprehen-
sive measurement model was .87 and the comparative fit index
(CFI) was .81. Since the model fit statistics showed that the model
could be improved, six variables (the actual stimulation level items
amused, curious, imaginative, interested, playful, zany) were re-
moved from the model one at a time, based on the size of their
residuals from the estimation (Hair et al. 1998). The resulting final
(pooled) confirmatory factor model for two hundred and thirty eight
respondents had the structural coefficients and fit statistics shown
in table1.

The finding of significant path coefficients for OSL is consis-
tent with prior empirical work (Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999;
Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1991), and the estimated correlation
coefficients are within the range reported in the past (Raju 1980;
Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1995). The correlation between opti-
mum and actual stimulation level was significant and within past
magnitudes (Zuckerman 1979; Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999).

The lack of a significant effect of scent pleasantness on actual
stimulation contradicts hypothesis 1 which was rejected. The
positive correlations between actual stimulation and consumer

exploratory acquisition of products (risk taking, variety seeking)
contradict the results of related studies (Raghunathan and Pham
1990; Kahn and Isen 1993), but are consistent with past OSL
research (Gierl, Helm and Stumpp 1999). Hypotheses 2a and 2b
were rejected. The finding of a significant negative path ASL ˛
curiosity-motivated behavior is consistent with the previously
reviewed literature, and hypothesis 2c was accepted.

Hypothesis 3 suggests that the relationships between con-
sumer actual stimulation and exploratory tendencies are moderated
by the pleasantness of an ambient scent. A one-way analysis of
variance was used to test whether consumers who perceived a scent
similarly in terms of pleasantness exhibited approximately similar
levels for each exploratory tendency construct. Significant differ-
ences between the pleasant and unpleasant scent condition were
obtained for all three constructs, risk taking (F(1,117)=4.62, p<.01),
variety seeking (F(1,117)=8.86, p<.01), and curiosity-motivated
behavior (F(1,117)=10.22, p<.001).

While these findings provide initial support for hypothesis 3,
the model estimated for the pooled sample was then estimated
separately for two sub-samples of equal size, split along the scent
pleasantness mean, to further assess differences between consumer
responses in the pleasant and the unpleasant condition. Although
some researchers suggest creating dummy variables for modeling
moderating effects (c.f. Netemeyer et al. 2001), analyzing sub-
samples is also an accepted approach in atmospherics research,
particularly for this type of exploratory analyses when explicit
effects cannot be predicted (MacInnis and Park 1991). The struc-
tural models for both sub-samples are acceptable (table 2).

In contrast to the results obtained for the baseline model (table
1), there are a number of structural coefficients that are no longer
significant at the sub-sample level. Specifically, the paths ASL ˛
risk taking and ASL ˛ variety seeking are not significant in the
pleasant condition and the size of the coefficients for the path ASL
˛ curiosity-motivated behavior varies between the conditions. Ac-
cordingly, in the pleasantly scented condition, risk taking and
variety-seeking were no longer affected by consumer actual stimu-
lation, and its effect on curiosity-motivated behavior was smaller.
In unpleasantly scented conditions, ASL affected risk taking,
variety seeking and curiosity-motivated behavior more strongly
(negatively for cognitive stimulation seeking). Overall, scent pleas-
antness was found to moderate effects of ASL on sensory stimula-
tion seeking tendencies (risk taking and variety seeking) and to a
smaller extent effects on cognitive stimulation (curiosity-moti-
vated behavior). Hypothesis 3 was accepted.

DISCUSSION
This research examined how the pleasantness of an ambient

scent affects consumer exploratory tendencies in an optimum
stimulation level framework. Theory is advanced through the
finding that the pleasantness of an ambient scent does not affect
consumer stimulation directly but instead moderates effects of
actual stimulation level on consumer risk taking, variety seeking,
and curiosity-motivated behavior. Respective results are in line
with past studies suggesting that effects of ambient scent may be
based on an interaction between affect and cognition rather than on
scent exposure itself (Chebat and Michon 2003) and that direct
effects of scent pleasantness are weak at best (Bone and Ellen
1999). The importance of adding actual stimulation as an additional
predictor variable to a comprehensive OSL framework could also
be confirmed. Overall, OSL theory appears to be a suitable frame-
work for studying atmospherics.

The finding that, in addition to consumer optimum stimulation
levels, their actual stimulation level affects exploratory tendencies,
has also significant practical relevance. Unlike the trait variable
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OSL, the affective state variable is more open to external influence.
Marketers could shape it through e.g. free samples, courteous
salespeople or above-average service with more favorable down-
stream effects on exploratory tendencies. Further relevance lies in
the finding that managers could affect consumer exploratory ten-
dencies indirectly by altering the pleasantness of scents diffused
into a retail environment. They need to be aware, however, that
corresponding manipulations need to be carefully coordinated with
supporting influences on consumer actual stimulation levels to
avoid undesirable outcomes.

Limitations of the study start with the fact that consumer
general exploratory tendencies were examined rather than down-
stream effects on actual behavior. While past studies reported
significant correlations between exploratory tendencies and behav-
ior (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996; Gierl, Helm and Stumpp
1999), there is also evidence indicating that respective relations will
be moderated by other variables, particularly product category
involvement (Van Trijp, Hoyer and Inman 1996). Furthermore,
Gierl, Helm and Stumpp (1999) report that, across product catego-
ries, the price of a (new) product had a stronger effect on product-

TABLE 1
Summary of standardized structural estimates

Estimated path Hypothesis Path coefficients

OSL → risk taking - .48**

OSL → variety seeking - .49**

OSL → curiosity-motivated behavior - .31**

OSL → ASL - .27*

Scent pleasantness � ASL H1 .03
ASL → risk taking H2a .12*

ASL → variety seeking H2b .08*

ASL → curiosity-motivated behavior H2c -.26**

Chi-square (d.f.) 916.23 (535)
P .001
GFI .91
AGFI .90
RMSEA .054

       *p<.05, **p<.01

TABLE 2
Standardized structural estimates by scent pleasantness

Standardized path coefficients
Estimated path

Unpleasant scent Pleasant scent

OSL → risk taking .47** .48**

OSL → variety seeking .49** .50**

OSL → curiosity-motivated behavior .32** .32**

OSL → ASL .29** .27**

ASL → risk taking .36** -.07
ASL → variety seeking .28** .06
ASL → curiosity-motivated behavior -.34** -.18**

Chi-square 916 895
d.f. 535 536
P .001 .001
GFI .940 .930
AGFI .910 .900
CFI .940 .930
RMSEA .054 .057

*p<.05, **p<.01
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category specific exploratory behavior than consumer general
exploratory tendencies. Clearly, more research is needed on exam-
ining effects of ambient scent and other environmental stimuli in an
optimum stimulation level framework integrating actual behavioral
constructs as well as a number of previously suggested moderators
and product attributes. More information is also needed on why
sensory and cognitive stimulation seeking variables do not act in
concert, particularly with respect to the positive effects found for
actual stimulation on risk taking and variety seeking, and the
negative effect on curiosity-motivated behavior. Finally, future
research could examine interactions between a number of environ-
mental stimuli to identify most effective combinations or mutual
inhibition (Mattila and Wirtz 2001).
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